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About This Game

What happens when a conspiracy theorist, a demonologist, a psychic, an abductee, a Voodoo Queen, a paranormal investigator
and a psychologist-in-training are brought together for a one-time TV show called Paranormal Teens?

Not quite what you'd expect when there are dark presences at bay, and plenty of conflict to keep them... occupied.

But if you mess with the supernatural, it often messes back.

It's a Visual Novel that deals with all sides of the paranormal. It has over 8 endings (some romance) plus some bonus epilogues
through the eyes of Zaaliah. 50k words.

It's completely free to play.

A STORY-DRIVEN mystery/romance.
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Friends found this absolute garbage and played it on my profile without my permission. The game have an interesting premise
and a solid grasp of the English language, but the art is little cheap tbh, the characters and their relationships are underdeveloped
and the story end abruptly leaving a wtf just happened feeling.
I cant give a neutral opinion, so, i still recommend playing bc its free and you may have a diferent feeling while playing it.. i'm
very relogious. the character arts are...not really good, maybe need to polish the strokes...
. From Visual Wordplay, and developer Godline, comes Paranormal Teens; a free to play indie casual novel.

What happens when you put together a team of a conspiracy theorist, a demonologist, a psychic, an abductee, a Voodoo Queen,
a paranormal investigator, and a psychologist in training? You get Paranormal Teens, a one time television show. However, if
you mess with the supernatural, chances are, it’s going to mess back.

This seemed like it was going to be a really good game when I first downloaded it, and the first play through of it. However,
very quickly, this became very repetitive. Save files would not work whatsoever for me, so in order to complete the achievement
aspect of the game, I had to go through the game ten times; with the bug of the game closing after every route and crashing
when you tried to open it again, I lost interest very quickly.

The characters in this are very dull, and their designs are relatively boring. The soundtrack isn’t that amazing, and the story line
was just… rather uninteresting. I honestly have nothing positive to say about this game. I really wish it was so much better than
it was; this had a lot of potential, but Visual Wordplay just didn’t live up to it.

There are plenty of better games to play in the novel section of Steam, and I would recommend them a lot more than I
recommend this. Frankly, I just wouldn’t recommend this at all. I’m just grateful to be done with it, and get if off of my
computer. Definitely a game I’m going to be looking forward to forgetting about.
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Beat the game within ten minutes! :(. Wow, i'm kind of shocked how bad this could be. I skipped everything I could and still
going to have nightmares of those Jesus-cries. Not worth of even those 10 free achievements or your sanity.. I don't like this ...
artwork is rough and story is not good enough.. easy achievements. the game meh.. Cons (Negative Points) :

*It Was ♥♥♥♥♥♥ No Directive Point On What Happens!
*The Game Is♥♥♥♥♥♥AF !
*THE GAME IS SO TAMATO ! BLOODY AF
*I Wish They All Died Cause The Character Models Were♥♥♥♥♥♥!
*This Game Is Sick
*TOO MUCH ♥♥♥♥ING DIALOGUES !

Positive Points :

*None , Developer Go Hang Ure Self U and With Ure Graphics :) :D :3. sleepmodeː Lᴏᴜɴɢᴇ ːanaː Sᴇᴛᴜᴘ ːthankyouː Cᴏᴍᴍᴇɴᴛs
ːlaughingfairyː Mᴜʟᴛɪᴍᴇᴅɪᴀ ːangryjasmineː Tʀᴀᴅᴇ ːmechanicalengineerː Gʀᴏᴜᴘ ːleiː Fᴀᴠᴏʀɪᴛᴇ ːcharlotteː Nᴏᴛᴇ. Dont get the
negative thumbs down at all; the game is good for what it is.

Must be that ppl dont understand the options menu:
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